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With very large document collections or high-volume
document streams of , finding releyant documents is a
major information filtering problem. An aid to informa-
tion retrieval systems produces a word frequency meas-
ure estimated from important parts of the document
using neural network approaches. In this paper, a fuzzy
logic technique and, as its simplified case, a neura1 net-
work algorithm are proposed for this task The compari-
son of these two and an alternative neural network

algorithm are discussed.

Keywords: Information retrieval, Neural network, Fuzzy
logic, Parameter set reduction

1. Introduction

  An information system allows users to efficiently retrieve
documents relevant to current interest from a very large
collection.7) The information retrieval system must deter-
mine relevant documents by matching key words or phrases
of user interest specified in the query, fragments of natural
language texts, and words and phrases used in documents
of the collection. To be effective, however, a matching
search must consider the whole topic determined by the
queried words and their synonyms, or relevant documents
are lost. If, e.g., only synonyms are used in the text of certain
very relevant documents, these documents may be com-
pletely ignored. To alleviate this problem, much research
has gone into creating and maintaining information fi1-
ters,'`Pt`) specifying categories, building and synonym lists.S)

se,:h,g7g.,s2f,es,e lhs6 t ,e.ps?R. e,m,,?.:,avs2m, ,a,g.c 8",ges.`?g,:;,l :itly) summarize their contcnt.") Once important keywords
are found and their occurrence frequencies are known or
estimated, it is possible to build up cooccurrence maps and

hierarchical cooccurrence relations.Z3'i")
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large ncural network or fuzzy rule base causing problems in
computational time complexity. Applying tearning algo-
rithms to a large number of neufons or having a large num-
ber of rules in a fuzzy rule base requires considerable
calculation time even in small applications
  As mentioned above, the problem is that the co11ection
of documents, from which the selected ones must be re-
trieved may be extremely large. Thus, two important aims
must be taken into consideration to generate a neural net-
work or fuzzy logic representation. One is to achieve a
sufficient estimation of the frequency of considered words,
including their cooccurrence relations. The other is to use
simplified functions in neurons and to reduce the number of
layers and neurons or fuzzy rules as much as possible to
reduce the required computational effort.
  We first describe a standard neural network approach for
estimating word frequency."as'fi) The algorithm proposed re-
duces computational time complexity. The SNN has fewer
neurons and simplified functions in units rather than the
usual sigmoid function requiring an exponential operation.
The advantages and disadvantages of the FLA and SNN are
discussed below.

  Using the proposed methods, the learning time is consid-
erably reduced and the obtained results are significantly
improved.

2. Description of Standard Neuran Network
  Approach

  Take the last improved network from Ref.2) (Fig.1).
Words and training parameters are selected as follows: n. =
75 words are used to index a collection of 350 documents.

The chosen neural network has three inputs (np = 3) for each
of the 75 words for the title-keywords, 1ocation-, and cue-
frequencies. Thus, the total number of input is I = n,,np =
225. The inputs value is xi E (O,1], where i = 1.J. The output
values yk E [O,1l(k = 1, K, n.) are the estimated frequency-
keyword measures for each word. The number of output
neurons is O = 75. The number of hidden neurons is H = 4.

The transfer function included in the neurons is:
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  The essence of the experiment is to use these measures
as training inputs to the network, and then to attempt the
prediction of frequency-keyword measures.
  The nctwork input vector is x = [xi](i = 1.s.J where s =
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(i. - 1)n. + im and i. = 1, K, n,., ip = 1, K, np) The output
value of input neuron Nii is yii = xi, of hidden neuron NjH is
 yjHQ' ･-- 1.H) and of output neuron NkO is yk(k = 1..O). The
connection weight matrix between neurons of input and hid-
den layers is W' = [w,,(. i], between hidden and output layers:
WH = [w:tlj]. Hidden and output layers are biased, meaning
there is an additional neuron in both input and hidden layers
providing a constant output of 1. The bias weight vector for
the hidden layer is ie!i' bia' = [)-y,I' bla'], and for the output tayer
 rvH･ bia' = [wkti-bla']. The input values of neuron NjH in the
hidden layer are

     sjSIi s )llJ(,ipyft

 and ftom the bias neuron "J o = wJe' bia'･ISimilarly, the input
values of neuron NkO in the output layer are x2j = wilj )cJSi,
 and from the bias neuron x2o = wkny' bia'･1.
   The steps of forward propagation are as follows: Let
Y be the output calculated by the network as input neurons
have no transfer function):

     1. x'" - [.W-'.m-/.'`de'] [II] ............ (1)
where !'H, rvi, !i'bia', and contain elements y'iH, )-lj,i,
wJet binS and yf, respectively.
                      1
     2. f, -rty'j") -                   1+e-f,'

     3. !' s [eWH.wH,blas] [)Ii]
where !'O, YH, !H, bia', and MH contain elements y'2, "4tj,
wkH, bia', and yjH, respectively.
                     1
     4. yN, - fiYk) e                   1+e'Yt

The error is

     5. 90 s!-i

Thus, based on error back propagation

     6. 6'2 n yNk(1 - yNk)6kO
               T

     7. 6H - vvH6to

      s.5',"･-"f',(1'-S)6,"･
                          T

      g. aj-W"!"･ag . tu6'Of
                          T

      lo. A[rvt!'･t"in'] - ng'"le

 where O 〈 n 〈 1 is the learning parameter. After training,
the network has formed an internal representation of the
relative importanoe of the different significance measures.

3. Simplified Neural
  proach

Network (SNN) Ap-

  To reduce calculation time as opposed to the standard
approach described in Section 2 and applied in our former
approachi`) the transfer function of neurons, which is an
exponential function requiring relatively great computation,
is omitted. From the nature of the problem, we concluded
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that bias weights may not be necessary, because zero occur-
rences of any particuiar word have no effect on the signifi-
cance of other words. If a document included most of the

possible words, we could clearly say that any exceptions
were significant. Since real documents contain few words,
the absence of any particular word compared to the number
of all possible absent words provides little real information.
Hence, we can ignore bias weights as the neural network
hyperplanes necessarily pass through or near the origin. In
this case the hidden layer does not have any role and the
output is calculated without steps 3 and 5 (1) and with bias

inputs set to O:

     zN . rv"-VV'! - Y! ..............(2)
However, the hidden layer can be used to reduce computa-

tional complexity. The size of Yi is I x H, ofUH is H x
 O. If only rv used the total number of connections isI･O.

Thus, if

           I･O
      H〈

          I+O

then connection complexity is reduced compared to when
only -W is used.

  Singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied to choose
the optimal H in reducing connection complexity. Applying

SVD on VV results in       '

      VV - UDVT     - e--

where Y and Y are orthogonal matrices with size n. x n.
and nv x nv respectively. The n. x nv R matrix contains the
singular values of .W.- in decreasing order. The maximum
number of nonzero singular values is nsvD = min(nu, nv).
Singular values indicate the importance of corresponding
columns in matriccs i9 and Y. To achieve a simpler connec-
tion, singular values equal to or near to zero should be
discarded, resulting in an approximation of rv. Let n, be the
number of singular values to be retained. Partition the ma-

trices Y, Y and P as

     Ys bU -U ),Y- 1.V;.r .V;.tl and

     2'"O..tD..).4-O"Xdt(K'"')
Here, 9. . b is an a x b matrix of zeros, and Y,, Yd, Y, and
Yd are nu x nh nu x (n" - nr), nv x nr and nv x (nv -b nr)
matrices, respectively. Matrix 2, is diagonal and contains
retained nr singu)ar values. Yr and Ylr contain the corre-
sponding columns of Y and Yl. Matrix Rd contains the re-
maining (nsvD - nr) trngular values to be discarded. An

approximation of rv, rv is obtained by

      yt - 9RrYT
  The appro..ximation is exact if all nonzero singular values
 are kept as rv n Y,R, ZT. Consequcntly, ifn, 〈 (l'O)1(I
+ O) then let W' = Y. and rv" s R.Y. or obviously
Y' s !l.2, and vr" s Y.. If n, is not less than (l ' O)/(I
+ O), nonzero singular values can be discarded, but the error

bound of SVD reduction must be considered.

  As mentioned above, if 9d contains nonzero elements,
the product of retained matrices is an approximation of rv.

So,
          e

     rv.vr - Y,2,YS
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4. Fuzzy Logic Algorithm (FLA)

  Input and output are characterized the same way as in the
SNN approach.

Characterization offitzry sets
    To reduce computation, we use triangular fuzzy sets
   as lAi.k.i ･･･ Ai,k.K, I, where Ki is the number of antece-
  dent sets on input universe Xi --- [O,1] such that

     Core{Aia} = a", support{Aix} = [aix - i, aii + i],
     support{Ai,i} = [ai,i, ai.2}, support{AiK,} = [aix- i,
     aix,]'

    Considering that input values are most frequently be-
  tween O and O.1 in each input universe, let ai.i = ai = O,
   ai,2 = a2 = O･05, ai,3 = a3 = O.1, ai,4 = a4 = 1 and Ki =K=
  4. The consequent fuzzy sets B.. (O = 1..n. and m = 1..M,
  where M is the number of consequent sets on each output
  universe y.) are singleton sets as:

     kuatyo) = 6tyopt);

    y. E Y.. For the observation A'i we use the singleton
  set as core{A'i} = xi, where xi is the input valuc on Xi.

Characterization of rules
    The number of rules obtained by all combination of

  antecedent sets is HKi = Kt = 422S, which is unrealisti-
                 t

  cally high. To reduce the rule base, we consider only the
  rules as follows:

    IfAii then B.. =〉 6(y..)

 where m = (i - 1)K + k, so M = I ･ K. Thus, the number
of rules is 675oo.

CharacteriEzation of inference
    We use fuzzy inference based upon product-sum-
  gravity.4)

Product: Each rule gives a contribution set of the corre-
  sponding consequents B,,. multiplied by the input
  membership degree. If antecedent Ais has membership
  degree pA,,(xi), then this rule yields a contribution set
  B.. in the form

   lk.(xi)6(y...,)

Sum: All contribution se..ts are summed to produce the
  fuzzy set conclusion B. as

   iiB. (ya) - 2 "AA. (Xi)Be."t ' 2 lk" (Xi)oo't,J")
            ia "

  which might not be directly interpretable as a fuzzy
  set, because function 'pVB.(y.) may be larger than 1. In
  this case, it should be nomialized from the theoretical

   viewpoint to obtain a real fuzzy set B.:sAe.(y.)･

Gravity: We apply center of gravity defuzzification to
  ob{ain output value y. Thus, output values are calcu-
  lated as:

Improved Fuzzy and Neural Network Algorithms for Word

     2 pA. (xi)y.,,,
y.sL...............(4)
      2 pA. (xi)
       "

  Considering the characterization of the antecedent
sets the membership degrees of the antecedent sets at
any value within the universe sum to 1. Thus,

 2 pA. (xi) - i
 jj

means this rule base performs a piece-wise linear ap-
proximation as from 4)

     y. s 2 pA. (xi) Y`Lii!!
          ix

  To train the FLA the same algorithm can be used as for
the neural network. Learning does not tune all sets, but only
the position of the consequent sets. Let m be a vector that
contains membership degrees as: m = [mi ... mm ... mM],
where m. = pA.(xi) and m = (i - 1)K + k. Matrix E =
[y.pm]contains the core of B... The steps of the algorithm
are:

     1)Y - E!!!,
     2)Pt!-y,
     3) AE - ngpa'

  This is much simpler than 1).
  In our application, if an input parameter has a zcro value,
it has zero contribution to the output value, implying that
the position of the consequent of rules IfAi,i then Bq..(i-
ipt.i is zero, namegy, values y.Ki-ipt.i are not tuned.

5. SNN
  their

as a Special Case of the FLA and
Comparison

   The number of trained parameters in the SNN is I･ O.
 In the fuzzy logic based algorithm it isI･O･K. Thus, the
FLA requires K times more calculation time but much better
results can be obtained. Equation (4) can be written as:

      yo - 2 pA. (xi) Y"i"" - 1}2f,･,. (xi)
          ui

                          2 pA. (xi)y.,,,

     j;. (xi) n ]Ii) pAu (xi)Y"'" " k2 p,. (x,)
                            k

  where 2 "aA. (xi) s 1. Thus,fi.(xi) can be considered an
        k

expticit function for the rule base where the number of rules
is K (Fig2). This function is the contribution function of the
i-th input universe to the o-th output.
  This FLA can be represented as a neural network, where.
neurons have different types of function linearly approxi-
mated. The SNN uses linear contribution function as

(Fig3):
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Mg. 10. Result using standard method Ftg. 15. Result using FLA

Eig. 11. Result using SNN 1itg. Ia Result using standard method

Flg. 12. Result using FLA Fig. 17. Result using SNN

Fig. 13. Result using standard met lilg. 18. Result using FLA

Fig. 14. Result using SNN

aix.i] intcrval. In the SNN, only one interval is used on
each input, as mentioned. Thus, it is enough if the training
parameter collection has values for every input.
   Consequently the FLA requires documents richer in the
diversity of the frequency of considered words, but results
in better estimation. In the next section, an example shows
what happens when not all pieces of contribution functions
are trained.

6. Experiments and Results

  As shown, the SNN is simpler than the standard neural
network approach, so learning time was much less. Further,
the simplified method requires 4oo-5oo epochs of training
to achieve a sufficient estimation, instead of 1000 epochs.2)
The same experiments were conducted using the SNN, FLA
and standard approach. In figures the horizontal axis means
the set of considered words and the vertical axis contains

the frequency-keyword measure. To indicate the differenoe
between results, points on diagrams are connected by lines.
Points connected by thin lines show the real frequency-key-
word measure from whole documents. Points connected by
bold lines show estimated measures. Figures 4-6 show a
result where the input-output used are chosen from training
parameters to test the effectiveness of training. It is a simple
case where only one word dominates. The methods result in
a similar estimation. Figures 7-9 show a result for training
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Mg. 21. Result
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Ng. 20. Result using SNN

parameters used, but the input has more than one dominant
value. The smallest deviation is obtained by the FLA. The
result of the SNN is much improved over the standard ap-
proach. Figures 10-18 show results where the input-output
parameters come from "new" documents (unknown to the
system). Note that the fuzzy ajgorithm has generally less

noise in es"matlon.

  As mentioned, the fuzzy algorithm would result in a
much improved estimation, increasing the number of ante-
cedent sets, if all pieces of contribution functions (Fig. 2)
were trained. We tried to find intervals that were absolutely
not reached by any training parameters. To test the estima-
tion, we used a new document wherc most of the frequency
measure values were in these intervals(Fig.7). We added
extra training parameters to tune untrained pieces of func-

tions (Figures 19-21). Figvres 4-21, respectively

7. Conclusion

  This paper introduced a FLA and its special case of SNN
algorithms. The more fuzzy terms in each universe used in
the FLA, the more improved the estimation. More special
training parameters and calculation time are required. Using
a SNN that is a special case of the FLA, namely, where two
fuzzy terms are used in each input universe, does not require
specially selected training parameters, but its result is not
significantly different from the FLA, where the number of
input terms is larger than two in the sense of word-frequency
estimation. It was shown that the SNN algorithm is simpler
and requires considerably less computation effort than the
standard neural network implementations, but the result is

significantly improved.
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